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ABSTRACT
These tables reproduce the energies and intensities of gamma rays,
observed after thermal neutron capture in 99Tc with different setups
used at the High Flux Reactor in Grenoble and at the Karlsruhe Research
Reactor FR2.
Tabellen der Gammastrahlung beobachtet nach thermischem Neutroneneinfang in 99Tc
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Diese Tabellen geben die Energien und Intensitäten der Gamma-Strah-
. .. h h' h . f . 991' .lung w~eder, w~e s~e nac dem t erm~sc en Neutronene~n ang ~n _c m~t
verschiedenen Anordnungen am Hochflußreaktor in Grenoble und am
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Beyond Z = 40 the protons start to fil~ the g9/2 orbit. The




)3 for Tc ( Z = 43) is supported
by the values I TI = 9/2+ for the groundstates of the neighbouring
thodd mass Tc isotopes. The 57 neutron is expected in the ~g 7/2 or
~d 5/2 orbit, and the knowledge of the lowest excited states should
giv~ information on the n-p residual interaction of these shells.
100
The ma1n purpose of the investigation of Tc was to get information
on the low-lying levels. Preliminary results have been presented on different
conferences l ,2,3); This report gives the complete lists of the gamma-rays
d f 100Tdetected in the different arrangements used for the stu y 0 c,




The targets for the different measurements consisted of metallic
technetium powder(obtained from Union Carbide Corp., Oak Ridge, USA)
of different weights up to I g. There lS no serious difficulty in handling
the radioactive material since the specific activity of 17 mCi/g lS
relative low and only 0.001 % of the decays are accompanied by a
soft gamma-ray of 89.7 keV5).
Gamma rays 1n the energy range 30< E <800 keV have been measured
y
with the 5.76 m curved crystal spectrometer GAMS I at the High Flux




resolution of 6 seconds of arc was achieved, corresponding to ~E(keV)
-5 2
= 1.2 x 10 x E (keV) In(n = reflection order). The absolute energy
y
calibration was performed with two gamma-lines previously observed in
the decay of 100Tc (Ref. 8), respectively 539.59 and 590.83 keV, and
reported with an accuracy of 50 eV. This error is larger than the relative
precision, ~E(keV)=5xl0-8xF,~ (keV) In which could be achieved. The absolute
gamma-ray yields are deduced from the intensities of the 540 and 591 keV tran-
100 100sitions belonging to the Tc ~ Ru decay.
In Table 1 the gamma-rays observed with the GAMS I spectrometer
are summarized. The energy errors given do not content the errors of the
calibration energies of Ref. 8. In tables I to 4 the intensities refer to
100100 neutron capture events. Lines originating from Ru or from background
have been eliminated in all tables. Fig. I shows a portion of the
spectrum between 275 and 330 keV in different orders of reflection.
The gamma-rays not reflected by the curved crystal have been analyzed
simultaneously with the anti-Compton spectrometer9). This spectrometer is
positioned behind GAMS land consisted of a 32 cm
3
Ge(Li) detector
(2. I keV FWHM at 1332 keV) surrounded by a 50 cm ~ x 40 cm plastic scintil-
lator. An additional 10.2 cm ~ x 15.2 cm NaJ(Tl) detector is used to
suppress forward scattering events with high efficiency. By narrow
collimation of the gamma-ray beam it was possible to select an area within
the Ge(Li) crystal, which exhibits the best resolution at the highest
peak to Compton ratio. The measurement with this spectrometer
covered the energy range 0.1 < E
y
< 3.9 MeV. The energy calibration
was performed before and after the measurement with sources of 57Co ,
60 137 88. 10)
Co, Ba,and Y uS1ng the energy values of Greenwood and
interpolating wi th aprecis ion pulser I 1). The relative efficiency of the
-3-
spectrometer was determined by a measurement of the decay of 160Tb ~ 160Dy
using the intensity values of Ref. 12. The 100Tc ~ 100Ru decay lines were
used for a linking to absolute intensity values. Evaluation of the spectra
was done using an improved interactive version of GSFIT I3 ). Fig. 2 shows
100a portion of the gamma spectrum of Tc together with the result of the
GSFIT analysis in the range between 540 and 590 keV. The gamma rays measured
in Compton suppression mode are listed in table 2. In Tables 2 and 3 the energy
and intensity errors comprise statistical as weIl as systematic errors.
Switching the Ge(Li) detector, the plastic scintillator, and the
NaJ(TI) detector in tripIe coincidence with the condition, that the NaJ(TI)
pulses fall within a window at 51 I keV, the anti-Compton spectrometer has been
used to suppress photo and single escape events in favour of the double escape
events at energies ~ 3 MeV. The energy and efficiency calibration was
done similar to the lower energy range using background lines of carbon
and chlorine as a reference. The results of the measurement in the range
3.7 < E
y
< 7.5 MeV are listed in table 3.
At the external beam tube C3 of the Karlsruhe research reactor FR2
7 -2 -I
with a thermal neutron flux of 5 x 10 n cm sec (filtered by a 40 cm
long cooled Bi-crystal), a Si(Li) detector was positioned to measure the
gamma rays in the energy range 10 < E < 100 keV. The results are listed
y
in table 4. Because of the bad defined geometry, intensity corrections for
gamma absorption within the 0.5 to 1.5 mm thick target have not been made.
-4-
At the same beam tube a coincidence arrangement was positioned.
This apparatus consisted of two coaxial Ge(Li) detectors (40 cm3
with ~2.5 keV FWHM at 1.3 MeV) which were placed at a distance of
7 cm from the target, shielded by 2 cm thick lead collimators and oriented
at 900 to one another. The coincidence resolving time was 30 nsec.
The detectors were coupled to a computer-based on-line data acquisition
system I4 ). The 4096 x 4096 channel coincidence matrix was reduced by
digital window selection to 32 spectra of 4096 channels which were
accumulated on-line. Background subtraction was done off-line by the
digital window technique. A portion of the resulting spectra is shown
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Table I -6-
100 TC CURVEC CRYSTAL IOOTe CURVEC CRVSTAl
E CE I E CE I
(K( V, (K EV ) ~ (KE ~ j (K E V) <?...
31.3696 O.C010 C.780 134.9801 o. (026 0.008
39.4889 c. CO 10 C.63u 138.0033 0.C018 0.010
43.2862 O.COlO C.390 139.<:056 o. oe C5 C.070
43.5620 0.0010 C.790 139.6343 C.(114 C.OU4
46. (491 0.(010 G.190 140.3152 0.(OC3 C.20u
56.1232 o. CO.30 G.030 140.S117 0.0012 C.02U
56.1672 0.(032 C.040 141.1280 0.(042 C.OI0
62.8S87 (.(;Oe5 2.220 141.5882 0.CO(6 0.050
63.e531 O.CD(5 1.0JO 143.5139 0.C016 (.020
71.6004 0.C028 C.220 14/t. 2378 O.CCC3 '.56u
7J. 5:317 0.(016 C.040 144.4675 0.C051 G.Olü
75.5330 C.(CC2 2.400 145.5186 C.COG5 C.160
75.7thJ! 0.C139 0.020 146. 1502 0.(015 C.U50
77.4180 0.(025 0.015 146.5720 (;.(054 C.020
78.5576 C.CGtl C.018 148.6550 0.0052 0.020
82.6545 0.0185 0.005 151.3348 0.(030 C.060
82.9379 0.(C59 G.OI0 151.1378 C.(177 C.OJ9
8.3. G402 0.((12 C.OI0 152.1C12 O.COC6 0.280
83. 7760 0.C017 0.040 lS3.Ei37 C.(C49 C.L10S
BS. 102~ G. « 76 C.020 1.S4.4236 0.C055 0.020
S5.E410 O. (G 23 C.080 159. C819 0.(J35 C.030
86.8498 0.0003 1.620 159. 1752 0.(029 G.180
89. 2031 0.(0(6 C.050 159.3034 C. CO 23 C.070
90. () 8 20 C.CaC4 1.070 160.B004 0.0016 (.050
91.1712 C.0046 C.J80 1.63.GIC5 0.(OC9 (.190
Sl.4e74 0.C002 3.690 163.4763 C.(Ge2 C.J2U
q2.G183 C.CuC4 C.200 164.6316 0.(JI2 C.170
94.2505 0.0060 0.010 164. 8~35 C.C021 G.ü40
S4. 7980 0.(013 0.015 165 .4tS 7 C. 0039 C.040
99.0939 0.(011 G.41U 166.1707 0.ÜOC4 C.48Ü
99.6059 0.C{)28 0.010 166.6 E25 G.CC{3 1.230
103. SC] 75 0.(019 G.,)15 168.3468 O. C030 C.030
105.1(83 C.CeC2 2.340 168.6302 0.00C2 1.80U
106.1033 0.0026 o .J07 169.2E81 (.(237 C.020
107.1544 C.(C27 C.014 110 .4195 C.0276 (.020
lO8.t:164 0.(021 C.OU7 171.266CJ 0.(009 0.070
110. 1093 0.C015 0.020 112.1484 (.CCC4 48.190
11u.7802 0.(019 0.003 173.5637 0.C125 0.007
111.1191 C.eGC7 0.003 174.2263 C.OOtl C.OI0
113.2194 c. e003 0.380 116.4476 (.(OC5 C.130
115.c;S98 C.(C(7 0.020 118.2245 C.C038 (.020
118.8233 C.{CC5 C.060 179.7982 O.C011 0.190
119.0423 0.001l 0.030 180.3.316 G.CC13 C.2tW
119.3093 0.(021 (.010 18ü.6680 C.C149 0.005
124.0265 0.(024 C.OI0 lS2.~351 0.C024 C.020
124.6588 0.(010 C.020 185.6197 C.{OC6 C.200
125.1E40 (.(025 0.006 185.8956 ü.OO65 C.OI0
125. S~25 0.(026 C.007 188.7114 0.'042 <:.010
127.5061 0.0003 C.220 19J.t374 0.(006 C.150
127. «;233 e.{Ce5 0.070 191.5456 0.0012 O.ülü
128.5855 C.C009 0.040 194.4351 0.GOC6 C.170
129.4322 O.e011 C.050 1S5.4363 (. ce 89 C.OI0
132.9C92 0.C023 0.012 196.4402 C.COC5 1.500
133.7208 C.(Ci5 0.005 197.G012 u.CC79 '.020
Table 1 (cant.)
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100TC ANTI-CCMPTCN MODE 100Te ANTI-CCMPTON MODE
E OE I 01 E OE I DI
(KEV) (KEV) ~ (KEV) (KEV) ~
88.19 0.06 2. g 13 O.12J 281.96 (,.C7 0.204 0.016
90.17 0.09 3.532 0.272 286.80 0.13 O.O!:I 0.008
91.45 O.C6 4.226 0.270 28B.71 0.03 O.2!4 0.009
93.64 0.01 1.233 0.075 292.82 0.15 0.42«; 0.050
98.42 0.10 0.558 0.048 295.45 0.25 0.255 0.050
103 • .64 0.22 0.1 Cj e 0.048 299.53 0.01 11.4CJC 0.087
105.58 0.:J2 2.229 0.041 301.18 C.04 2.57(; 0.086
113.16 O.C4 C.395 0.016 304.15 0.36 o.csc; 0.014
118.99 0.09 0.127 0.012 305.69 0.21 C.C6c; O.()14
121.69 0.:'14 0.378 0.011 30B.78 0.02 0.24(; 0.009
140.97 o. C8 0.231 0.019 312.45 0.C4 0.307 0.012
144.04 0.02 0.653 0.012 313.85 0.20 0.057 0.013
145.69 0.06 O.2e8 0.011 317.67 0.03 0.437 o.ou·
152.50 0.03 0.250 0.005 319.03 O.C8 C.1et 0.01"
154.98 0.22 O.02Cj 0.305 321.62 0.01 C.56~ 0.ClO6
158. c; 0 0.05 0.168 0.007 323.80 0.01 C.5E2 0.007
160.86 0.32 C.048 0.007 327.60 C.20 0.024 0.004
163.48 0.10 C.505 0.316 329.48 0.02 0.244 0.004
166.21 0.21 1.490 0.312 332.37 c. C8 0.041 0.003
169. 31 0.29 1.287 0.3 b3 335.32 G.10 0.139 J.019
111.89 0.01 48.711C 0.418 339.00 0.01 2.528 0.017
174. C8 0.46 0.803 0.206 341.(7 C.03 (.584 0.011
119.91 o. Cl C.48G 0.005 345. C1 0.03 C.Cj73 0.024-
185.35 0.05 (. It 5 0.009 346.68 0.03 C.958 0.323
190.35 0.09 0.104 0.009 348.96 0.03 C.65~ 0.019
194.33 0.09 C.137 o. Oll 352.01 0.06 0.092 0.004
196.23 0.01 1.4 f 5 o.üU 355.92 0.03 (.221 0.006
205.96 0.03 1.001 0.035 357.77 0.02 0.584 0.005
209.40 0.29 0.150 0.039 359.i4 o.C9 0.018 ü.005
211.35 0.22 0.295 0.043 364.77 0.12 0.1(6 0.007
213. C4 o. e5 1.762 0.065 366.25 0.02 C.227 0.004-
211.00 0.04 1414~4 0.051 370.51 0.02 0.217 0.003
219. cH 0.16 0.435 0.015 372.59 0.14 0.053 0.004
221.31 0.31 0.289 0.0"3 314. '32 0.14 O.07E 0.005
223.33 0.01 5.137 O.03b 376.23 C.25 0.047 0.005
225.37 0.04 2.704 0.087 318.10 0.25 0.034 0.009
226.64 0.12 O. 6t 1 0.102 319. (j 8 c.c 8 O.13t O.OOlt
229.S1 0.09 0.314 0.039 381.89 0.01 o .H7 0.012
231.11 C.14 0.247 0.035 385.08 0.02 1. 0 ~ 7 0.02)
233.22 o. 16 0.0(32 0.011 386.67 0.C8 (.281 0.020
236.26 0.C6 o. 1 ~ 2 O.OJ~ 390. 10 0.01 0.860 0.011
237.83 0.27 C.01C 0.011 393.13 v.e5 0.228 0.012
239.26 0.05 0.411 0.011 396.C7 C.03 G.21~ 0.006
240.86 0.20 0.041 0.009 397.96 0.04 o. ~ 25 0.016
244.64 0.07 C.Of4 0.003 399.21 0.01 1.112 0.018
247. 12 c. CEi C.057 0.003 401.49 O.Cl C.41O 0.004
252.23 0.03 1.323 0.0.41 404.01 0.27 O.O2~ 0.004
253.78 0.12 0.3 B9 0.041 405.80 0.11 O.C56 0.005
257.27 C.11 C.237 0.021 408.90 0.25 o. CI 7 O.J03
261.C7 0.08 C.3ft; 0.021 411.24 0.01 0.010 0.003
263.51 0.01 5.380 0.021 413.86 0.01 C.491 0.003
267.<;3 C.13 C.155 0.021 420.11 0.15 0.057 0.Ü07
269.95 0.03 C.148 0.019 421.88 0.06 0.205 0.007
21'6.55 0.01 3.11<; 0.015 -423. «;9 0.C6 C.146 0.005
-]]-
Table 2 (cant. )
100TC AN11-CC~PTO~ MODE 100TC ANT I-CCM FTON MODE
E DE I 01 E OE I DI
(KEV) (KEV) % (KEV) (KEV) <f1-,
426.31 0.06 G.121 0.005 607.84 O.C 9 C.Cft 0.005
429.44 0.C4 0.535 0.029 610.50 C.Cq 0.111 O.JOb
430.50 0.06 0.316 0.029 612.11 0.33 0.044 0.008
lt 33.41 0.C3 C.22C 0.;)04 (; 14.55 C.C4 0.306 0.:)09
437.51 0.10 o. C11 0.001 617 .40 0.10 o.e56 (I. -)04
443.83 0.22 C.023 0.004 619.26 C.03 C.21l 0.004-
445. 75 0.35 o. Cl 7 o. '~O4 t 21. t 3 0.04 C.37<; 0.014
440.04 0.08 O.O~3 O.OCH 622.84 0.C6 C.l11 0.)15
452.';3 0.02 C.210 0.004- 626. 10 0.04 C.C76 0.002
454. <;3 0.C6 C.122 0.004 628.82 O.C3 c. 1 ~ 1 0.002
451.C3 0.C3 o. 3~4 0.005 (: 34.02 0.03 C.14t 0.003
450.89 0.07 c. U:5 0.00& 637.C3 C.21 c. 024 0.003
460.54 G.G3 c. 2 7 E 0.007 t 39. 79 0.03 C.1<;1 0.004-
463.75 0.C1 C.6l:4 o. J 03 641.58 0.14 O.08C o.0'j6
466.C9 O.G4 C.114 0.003 6lt3.18 0.C6 (.138 0.0)7
470.75 0.01 1.03 e 0.012 645.65 0.19 O.Otl 0.OJ2
474.E5 0.06 0.22~ O.J12 648.52 C.02 0.241 0.002
476.10 u.09 C.173 0.012 651.01 C.C3 C.173 0.003
419.11; C.(1 O.2~3 O.Jl't 653. 15 D.C2 C.238 0.J03
481).88 o. C8 O.22~ 0 ••)13 655.76 0.22 0.021 0.003
484.39 0.03 C.62C 0.030 657.1;6 0.C4 0.144 o. JYt
486. 13 C.C4 C.426 0.012 660.73 D.01 0.062 0.J03
488.72 0.05 C.Zl? 0.0:)8 663.33 0.11 0.015 O.OOb
491.19 0.09 0.111 0.008 665.23 0.11 0.115 0.013
4'i4.30 0.21 0.C2«; O.J05 666.51 C.05 C.3el 0.:)16
496.32 0.C6 C.15C 0.004 668.90 0.03 0.142 0.003
498.32 0.C3 0.115 0.005 61J. 37 C.32 0.01e; 0.006
5\,)3.31 0.01 C.ZE4 o. uJ3 673.Ci1 0.27 0.012 O.())2
515. 19 0.04 C.3~1 iJ.011 618.80 0.C4 C.168 U.003
517.13 0.06 0.127 0.000 681.51 C.11 C.C~f: o. Ü 11
520.71 0.C1 C.111 0.OJ5 683.01 0.04 C.382 O.üü9
523.39 O.C1 C.6l( 0.005 684.92 0.24 C.C2C; 0.0:)5
531.81 0.31 c. CSC 0.022 687. 11 0.09 O.C!:3 0.0)2
537.c5 0.10 0.215 0.010 690.16 C.20 G.1e!: ;J.O lJ
544.52 0.02 C.4C~ 0.003 691.82 0.C6 c.oss 0.005
546. 18 o. 14 C.1~2 0.012 696. e 1 0.16 0.C3t 0.OJ6
547.54 O. 12 o.css 0.015 698.45 0.11 C.04~ U.005
551.00 0.03 C.26C 0.001 700.72 0.01 O.Ot4 0.003
552.64 C.13 o.Ctlt O.OUb 7C4.03 (;. C1 C.432 0.005
555.03 0.03 0.166 O.iJO't 705.68 0.06 O. 1CI ).005
558.23 0.03 O.12~ 0.OJ4 709.02 C.30 C.Ot1 0.005
562.34 0.02 C.lc;e O.OJ4- ]w. 73 O. 13 c.e5t: 0.0;)5
565.23 0.02 0.222 u.',hB 113.13 0.(;3 C.124 o. ')J2
568.11 0.02 0.283 0.004 119.12 0.C6 0.138 0.000
570. C4 0.C1 C.31C O.U04- 720. t 1 0.05 C. It 4 O.OJ8
574. ~ 2 C.02 G.2et 0.003 123.58 C.C4 C.l1<; U.OJ3
579.03 0.C6 C.l0e 0.005 126.76 C.16 C.C41 0.005
583.36 0.C1 c. Z~ ~ 0.004- 128.64 0.04 0.138 0.0)3
589.C4 G.12 0.168 J.U18 132.06 Q.l1 0.024 \) .J)3
593.73 0.C8 G.2e5 0.011 737.04 O.C2 C.238 0.0:]2
596. '37 0.12 0.Ot5 O.J0't 739.66 o. C7 0.011 O.UJ3
598.27 0.11 C.05C u. \'),)4 742.19 0.09 0.016 0.003
600.35 0.12 0.041 O.Jo!t 144.28 c.c 5 C.llt7 0.003
605.C6 C.05 0.139 0.ü1)5 146.72 0.C2 C.231 0.003
-12-
Table 2 (cant. )
100TC ANT I-CCt~ PTON MODE 100Te AN TI -ce MPTO f\ MODE
E OE 1 01 E OE I 01
(KEV) ( KE V) ~ (KEV) (KEV) ~
749.60 0.02 0.2e5 0.003 919.i2 C.C6 C.l0e 0.006
751.'17 0.06 {l.OS8 0.003 923.43 0.09 0.040 0.003
754.54 0.02 C.243 0.003 926.19 0.C2 C.281 0.003
756.13 0.01 C.34C O.O~)3 928.72 C.C7 O.C5e 0.003
760.C6 0.03 0.101 0.002 S38.67 C.06 o • C1e; J.o.)3
764. t:: 1 0.16 0.024 0.OJ3 «;41.18 0.09 0.068 0.003
161.83 0.'19 O.16e 0.022 '143.86 0.03 C.194 0.003
769.G1 0.16 C.115 0.021 946.85 0.04 0.11'1 0.003
771.48 c. 11 0.053 O.JJ3 S50.11 0.12 O.Otd u.OO5
774.43 G.C6 o. C72 0.003 S52.16 C.20 c. Jt" 0.005
778. l: 3 0.10 0.033 0.002 S53.Cj9 0.16 0.C47 0.001
781.20 (l.e5 O.13C O.Ü0!t S58.38 0.01 C.lse 0.002
783.13 0.( 8 0.081 o.OOlt S62.43 0.(4 0.072 0.002
785.72 0.(6 0.100 0.003 966.30 0.05 0.C7(; 0.002
181.89 c. 1') 0.055 0.003 <.:l68.84 0.02 C.2~3 O.OÜ2
79(). 53 0.03 ( .118 0.ü02 S 72. 13 0.02 O.2lC 0.002
794. S2 o. C5 C.145 0.0l) c; 76.17 O.C8 0.112 0.010
799.81 0.03 0.102 0.(lO2 ~78.13 o. 16 C.0~3 0.010
803.56 c. C7 c. 0 91 0.004 984.35 C.05 c. 2~ 1 0.006
805.54 (.(5 0.160 O.OOlt 986. ~ 2 0.06 C.112 U.UJ4
801.87 0.07 0.0 Be U.OO3 Ci 89 .. 27 o. e5 c. C17 0.002
810.16 0.09 0.051 O.()Ü3 995.C9 0.C3 c. 13 e 0.002
Ei 13.51 0.01 0.8t4 0 • .)08 998.61 0.10 0.061 0.005
815.09 0.18 0.041 0.u09 1000.66 0.14 0.C77 O.OYt
018.77 C.CJ o.cse 0.002 1002.79 o. C9 0.082 o. ,)05
818.71 0.02 G.1CE O.u02 10C5.99 0.12 0.043 0.003
825.77 0.C8 0.054 O.OJ3 1008.81 o. 16 C.048 0 • .)04
828.15 o. 17 c. C6C 0.0J8 1010.86 0.05 C.15t 0.0)5
829. MI 0.11 o. 12~ 0.J07 1017.58 0.11 o. C5Ci 0.005
831.72 0.18 0.077 0.:>01 1019.4t 0.C9 0.07e 0.005
833.29 0.C9 0.138 0.009 1024.50 0.04 (.OEt o • ,);.) 2
835.41 0.05 o. CE3 0.,)03 1028.20 0.07 <::.044 0.002
840.62 0.'J4 0.071 0.002 1034.~3 C.04 0.111 0.002
850. C1 0.05 O. lC E 0.003 1037.24 0.(6 c.oe~ \J.:><)3
852. 59 C.C3 C. 1e t 0.003 1C40.22 0.10 0.lC8 o.oo~
E55.34 0.09 0.013 0.004 1041.78 O. C1 0.148 0.013
859.6C C.C5 0.113 0.003 1045.61 0.02 C.201 0.002
863.00 C.04 O.14it 0.003 lC49.56 G.C8 C.04B 0.002
867.46 0.11 O.OC;4 0.008 1052.65 0.C4 C.124 0.003
869.23 0.09 O.12!: 0.008 1055.18 O.C7 O.OE3 0.003
812.86 0.05 C. 1 e 1 v.Dü7 1061.<;0 0.C3 C.114 0.\.102
b 14. 81 0.C4 (.217 0.001 1064.83 c. ( 7 0.011 0.0)3
819. C3 Q.13 C.C55 0.005 1067.32 c. ')4 0.151 0.003
881.40 ().C6 O. 12C O.()U5 1069.71 G. C7 0.091 0.;)33
886.43 0.C5 0.137 0.004- 1e72.33 c. C5 C.126 0.003
889. 13 c. 12 C.CtC O.J04 1075.02 0.10 0.C54 0.002
892.64 0.08 C.122 0.009 lC77.12 li.20 0.033 0.)03
894.30 C.09 O.oc32 0.008 1080.01 C.05 O.lCC; 1).003
8«39. S 2 0.04 O.CS!5 0.003 1083.28 0.C1 0.08C 0.003
904.54 0.C5 C.IC7 0.004 1085.59 c.e7 0.083 O.J03
906.80 0.06 c.c 8S O.OO!t 1088.31 0.06 C.C61 O.OiJ2
912.47 0.C5 O.CE7 0.003 1091.49 c.e5 0.C66 0.)02
q15.17 0.11 0.030 o. (J'B 1095. 11 C.13 c.a76 0.013
917.82 0.09 O.ccil 0.005 1105.72 0.02 C.1Sf 0.,J03
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Table 2 (cant. )
100TC ANl I-CCr>! HO N MODE lUOrC tlNTI-CCfi"PTCN MODE
E DE I Dl E DE I 01
(KEV) ( KE V) ~ (KEV) (KEVl %
1109. 19 0.11 0.0 EE O.J07 1328.42 O.C 1 C.CEt 0.D03
L111.32 O. Ll C.192 0.012 1331.2L G.L2 0.040 0.003
1112.137 0.C8 C.lljC; 0.015 1335.11 C.07 0.051 0.004
1121.21 O.C6 O.Cl~ 0.002 L340. 84 G.16 c.. C5C O.OU6
1124.16 C.13 C.C65 0.005 L343. LI 0.12 O.O~5 0.005
1126. C5 C.2<3 C. C21 0.005 1345.«;4 C.C8 C.CE5 O.U04
1129.C 8 0.09 0.051 0.)03 1350.51 0.21 0.O2~ 0.U04
1135.S1 O.C4 0.123 O. J')3 1353.22 C. 11 0.Q64 0.004
1139.59 C.(5 C.Gge ü.J03 13.57.38 G. C8 0.011 O.Oü3
1143.20 0.06 C.Cl1 0.003 1360.86 0.15 C.C5E 0.0')5
114B.30 G.C'5 0.lC1 0.004 1363.22 C.20 o. Of 3 0.010
1150.20 C.23 o. (25 0.004 1366.39 C.11 o. C55 O.JJ3
1153.CJ2 G.C3 C.l0e; 0.002 1310.66 ü.19 C.035 0.003
1151.53 0.(1 0.0 f.3 0.002 1313.26 0.22 O.C4S 0.:J05
1160.17 0.28 0.0 2 ~ 0.OJ3 1375.29 o.cs O.CEit J.OJ6
1162.53 0.04 (.IE 7 0.003 1381.~2 O. 15 C.C3C; 0.ü04
1164.S9 C.20 C.C34 0.:)ü5 1383. '1 1 0.31 C.C3C 0.004
1161.66 0.14 0.037 0.002 1386.35 0.(7 O. 11 C 0.004
1110.56 c.c 7 0.051 0.002 1389.40 0.18 o. O~ 2 o.()J3
1 L74. 44 C. C3 C. lC e 0.002 1391.83 0.22 C.C~3 0.005
1180. E5 0.C2 C. 157 O.JJ2 1394. t<;l t.19 0.041 0.),)5
1187.23 0.06 0.051 0.002 1399.83 0.16 O.02E 0.)02
1193.(7 c. (4 c. 2 ce 0.008 14C3. ~ i c. C9 0.081 O.OOft
1191.25 C.16 0.0113 0.002 1412.28 ü. 15 a. C3t 0.J\)3
1205.12 0.C7 0.101 0.005 1415.44 C.2J C.026 0.003
1207.Cl C. 13 0.054 0.005 1419.5S o.cs c.e41 0.002
121U. '14 C.13 0.G5S J. :)07 1425.21 (,.06 G.O!2 J.UJ3
1212.79 0.37 0.C35 O.J05 1431.(6 O. C7 O.C5S 0.003
1215. C1 o. 1q C.Cf5 0.:>05 1434.(7 (,.'J5 C.CE5 0.0:)3
1216.S6 0.C4 C.llt 0.006 1438.S3 O.C4 o.os~ O.OJ2
1223.51 C.09 0.032 Ö.002 1443.57 o. C8 0.044 0.0:)2
1228.66 C.22 o. G:2 1 0.OJ3 1447.30 C.04 o. ce 7 U.U03
1231.C5 (.01 O.Olt. O.J03 1451.4:) 0.11 C.03S 0.0)5
1234.<;9 0.09 0.011 0.004 1453.45 0.24 0.C28 0.005
1231.15 0.10 c.ce<; 0.004 1458. lE o. 10 (.06C 0.0 J5
1239.51 C.14 c. c ~ e O.JOlt 1467.56 (;.06 C.Clt 0.JD2
1245.42 0.03 O.15C 0.003 1471 .. 48 0.10 0.C45 0.002
1249.CO C.l1 o. C45 0.0,;)3 1476.11 0.28 0.018 0.003
1253.16 C.05 o.cc;~ 0.,)\.>3 1419.43 0.( 8 c. C7 f 0.U03
1257.S4 0.10 0.041 J.0';)3 1482.80 0.16 0.C33 0.003
1271.33 0.20 C.Cl1 O. :»)3 148b.S4 O. 12 C. C1 E O.UJ6
1217.C9 0.17 O.03t ü.004 1489.14 0.50 0.0;:1 I). () ~5
1279. 12 G.C6 C.C92 0.005 1492. 19 0.11 0.033 0.003
1284. 14 C. 14 C.C4E O.J05 14G7.86 0.09 C.C37 0.003
1286.18 C.IQ Q. C3ii 0.U01 1502.55 0.16 0.026 o. CI J3
1287.41 0.34 0.011 0.005 1505.86 0.07 o. Ot 1 O.iJu3
1290.91 G.21 c. C2 5 0.004 1515.84 0.18 0.024 0.0.)3
1299.42 0.C6 G. 1 ~c ü.J06 1519.35 0.10 G. 041 0.)03
1301.30 C.16 0.053 O.OOf> 1523.00 0.26 C.CIE 0.003
1'304. E3 c. C8 0.C!3 0.002 1525.94 0.l2 0.037 0.003
1313.45 C.13 O.C3~ 0.OJ2 1531.14 0.24 0.014 0.004
1311.40 C.14 0.023 0.004- 1535.53 C. 1C; C.CU: 0.003
1323.01 C.27 O.C21 0.004 1538. C3 0.20 c. C23 0.\)03
1325.44 0.C4 C.I10 0.004 1543.C6 0.14 O.C3Ci 0.004
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Table 2 (cant. )
IOOTe ANTI-CCtJPTCt\ MODE 100Te AN11-CCfoolPTON MODE
E OE I 01 E OE I 01
lKEV) (KEV) ~ (KEV) (l<EV) %
1545.42 G.17 C. C4 7 0.J03 1902.44 o. 10 C.C47 0.002
1548.28 0.22 C.'.C45 0.005 1908.34 o. 15 0.027 0.003
1550.30 0.36 0.024 0.005 1917.10 0.17 c. C2C 0.003
1553.40 0.20 0.020 0.002 1 c; 24. C3 C.17 c. C24 0.)02
1564.35 o. 19 C.C17 0.003 1927.84 C.14 {).O34 o. J':>2
1510.25 e.05 0.01; 0.003 1931.51 C.15 C.028 0.u02
1576.45 o. C8 0.044 0.003 1940.00 C.19 c. CU~ 0.)02
1582.35 0.23 0.014 0.002 1947.33 0.23 C.023 0.;)03
1588.00 0.15 0.030 0.002 IS65.15 0.10 c.e57 0.003
1590.82 G.12 C. C36 0.002 1<;69.53 G.20 C.029 0.003
1591.45 C.29 0.012 0.J02 lCJ14.30 0.16 0.034 0.003
1602.15 o. C8 C.046 0.002 lc;83.01 C.16 0.057 0.004
1606.57 0.12 C.O~1 0.002 1986.63 C.34 0.C19 ().J03
1612.23 0.13 (.028 0.J02 1996.34 C.11 e.e 34 0.002
1618.24 0.C6 O.Of4 0.003 2005.71 0.1l C.03S 0.002
1632.18 0.26 0.026 0.005 2010.30 0.19 0.025 0.002
1634.55 C. 17 G. 04 3 o. 'J04 2014.C3 C.I0 0.044 0.002
1644. 16 e.es 0.05C 0.002 2025.73 0.19 C.C3t 0.004
1647.86 0.13 0.C33 0.002 2033. ~ 8 0.21 0.020 0.003
1652.43 o. 15 O.C2~ 0.002 2.)39.11 0.28 o. C 15 0.003
1657.48 0.C4 C.lec 0.J02 2045.56 G.18 o. C36 0.003
1669."4 C.11 0.046 0.003 2048.44 0.17 0.C35 0.003
1672.68 0.24 C.C~l 0.J03 2057. 17 O. 18 0.023 0.002
1677.<75 0.15 C.O 23 J.'JJ2 2064.44 0.36 0.016 0.003
1686. <;4 o. 1 7 C.C2S 0.003 2067.38 C.24 o. C2! 0.003
1693.24 O. 10 C.C4~ 0.lHH 2017.ti! 0.18 0.028 0.003
1699.55 C.16 C.C~2 0.003 2089.94 0.21 c. C34 0.004
1704.42 o. 11 O.04t 0.003 2C92.71 0.16 C.047 0.004
1710.S1 O.C9 C.C5'i 0.003 2097.88 0.22 0.031 0.003
1713.177 0.14 C.{13<; I) .;J03 2100.86 0.23 0.C2S 0.003
1723.12 0.14 c. C4 E 0.004 2114.61 0.29 c.Olt: 0.003
1 726. 16 0.24 0.029 0.004 2124.31 0.10 G.C47 0.003
1731.90 (,;.14 c.el8 0.J02 2128.29 0.30 0.028 0.005
1739.93 0.26 C.C15 0.003 2130. ~ 1 0.26 C.C3C 0.005
1145.63 0.11 c. C34 0.002 2137.19 0.C7 0.0'12 0.004-
1759. 14 0.13 C.03~ 0.002 2148.31 O. LO C.C4C 0.002
1765.01 C. 17 o. C2t 0.002 2153. S 2 0.10 0.042 0.002
1 770.21 0.17 0.043 0.005 2159. c; 0 0.10 0.045 0.002
1785.38 0.16 0.028 0.004- 2164.53 0.15 c.cze;; 0.002
1191.56 0.15 0·.033 0.J03 21 74.68 0.11 0.C3S 0.002
181u. 10 0.C7 c.csc; O• .JJ3 2179.70 0.12 o. C3f 0.002
1821.13 0.14 0.036 0.003 2184. S 7 0.14 c. C30 0.002
1826. C4 o. 19 0.027 0.004 2191.43 0.14 0.C45 0.003
1834.84 0.25 D.Cle; 0.003 2194.39 0.28 0.022 D.O;)3
1843.45 0.15 0.037 0.003 2205.70 0.40 C.031 0.006
1847.03 C.2e o. c 2~ 0.007 22C8.C;C C.31 0.(23 0.004
1855. L 7 0.23 0.021 u.OO4 2213.12 0.18 0.027 0.003
1859.48 0.14 C.C3e 0.003 2231.39 C.24 (.CIS 0.,)02
1863.24 0.23 o. C2 1 0.003 2235.14 0.23 C.C21 U.JU2
1869.31 0.12 o. C37 0.003 2248.64 C.14 C.C3e; 0.003
1817.53 C.14 0.031 0.003 2253.60 C.l1 C.C4E 0.;)03
1890.86 C.14 c. 02 1 0.002 2262.92 C.21 o. C24 o. ,)03
1895.19 0.25 0.02t 0.0;)3 2266.28 0.20 0.033 0.003
1898.11 0.26 o. C'2 5 0.003 2281.56 C.30 (.048 0.015
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Table 2 (cant. )
100TC AN TI-C ( MPT 0 N MODE 100TC ANT I-CCtHTON MODE
E OE I 01 E OE I 01
(I<E\I) IKE'J. t (KEV) (KEV) ~
2289.43 0.13 0.033 0.002 2110.55 C.17 C.032 0.003
2294.66 0.1<1 0.027 O. C';)2 2710.64 0.15 O. C:3f 0.OJ2
2302.79 C.12 C. C~ 2 0.002 2722.41 C.13 C.O~2 0.003
2308.58 C.11 0.031 0.002 2133.07 0.20 (J.02~ 0.0:)3
2320. 13 0.35 O. C15 0.003 2145.73 0.21 O. C21 Ü.'J03
2327. (.4 C.46 0.0 1!: 0.003 2150.43 O.~l C.C1S 0.003
2330.S7 C.21 O.C33 0.003 2157.13 0.13 0.C4'; 0.0::>3
2339.c;2 O.:H 0.<321 0.003 2163.45 0.10 O.Ct4 0.003
2344.C7 0.36 C.Clc; 0.003 2774.82 0.10 O.Ot2 0.J03
2352.73 C.37 o. C 1~ 0.004 2786.03 G.15 O.04( 0.,)iJ3
236L.39 G.16 0.045 0.003 2809.70 0.12 0.040 0.003
2365.11 0.21 0.025 0.003 2827.59 0.18 C.034 0.002
2311.29 C.l1 O.G4C; 0.003 2832.19 0.27 O. C21 0.002
2378.31 0.12 0.046 0.003 2840.58 0.15 C.03t 0.003
2385.c;7 C.26 0.C213 0.OiJ3 2846.65 0.12 C.C46 0.003
2389.42 0.35 O. G23 0.Ou3 2860.46 C.28 O. O~ 1 0.005
2394.50 C.12 0.046 0.002 2810.53 0.12 0.034 0.002
2404.25 C.27 0.031 O.OOft 2819.55 C.16 O. C26 0.002
2407.50 0.29 0.037 U.OO4 2881.45 0.19 O. C34 0.003
2410.83 0.20 0.037 0.004 2891.07 0.15 0.045 0.003
2416. C;;9 C.22 C.021 0.003 2897.35 C. 16 0.C2S 0.J03
2424.93 0.34 C.027 0.004 2909.63 0.15 0.C5-4 0.004-
2-428.38 G.25 0.032 0.004- 2c;18.40 0.1'. 0.035 0.003
2435. Cj6 C.41 0.011 0.J02 2928.12 0.16 0.032 0.002
2441.15 0.24 C. C1E 0.002 2934.22 0.34 0.015 0.002
2448.32 0.15 0.03e 0.002 Zc;l52.34 0.29 c. C18 0.003
2456.30 C.19 C.C27 0.002 2958.35 C.21 c. C6 4 0.;)08
2460.56 C.16 0.03: 0.002 2S76.12 0.20 0.024 0.OU2
2471.55 G.06 o. C8«; 0.002 2c;B6.53 G.12 O.06C 0.003
24f5.25 0.10 0.054 0.002 2990.53 C.18 C.C4C 0.003
2491.c;5 0.12 0.C4 e 0.002 3012.75 0.15 C.C4( 0.OJ3
2501.35 C.45 0.01 L 0.002 3018.74 G.28 O. () 24 0.003
2508.87 0.11 0.048 0.002 3023.f5 C.28 O.02t 0.003
2514.17 0.24 0.021 O.(J02 3040.13 0.15 C.C4C J.UJ3
2527.10 o.cc:J 0.053 0.002 ]048.34 0.23 0.024 0.003
2536. c; 1 C.1e; 0.024 0.002 3059.04 0.09 (.044 0.002
2546. 16 0.22 c. 0 2~ 0.002 3066. c:JO 0.13 C.0:2 0.002
2555.92 0.28 0.034 0.005 3013.8e; C.11 {;.C3C; 0.002
2558.14 0.21 0.C45 0.005 3080.39 0.14 C.C2e; 0.002
2569.03 G.13 C.03<; 0.002 3089.34 0.08 0.055 tl.OOl
2576.~3 0.14 0.047 0.003 3094.89 C.l1 0.021 0.003
258U. c;2 c. 1S 0.038 0.OJ3 3104.41 0.09 C.O~3 1,).003
2594.01 0.16 O.C4l 0.0(13 3116.52 C.11 C.032 0.002
26C4.30 C.lL O.05G 0.002 3121.81 0.12 c. C5C 0.002
2609.26 0.11 (.054 0.002 3127. CS C.16 c. C32 0.002
2619.19 0.16 C.G3t 0.0-)2 3135.29 0.16 O.03C 0.003
2641.04 0.30 O. C21 0.004- 3143.90 0.20 c. C30 U.U.)3
2644.42 0.17 C. C5C 0.004- 3148.59 0.24 0.023 0.003
265U.60 (1.40 0.013 0.002 3155.76 O.lO 0.060 0.002
2660.12 0.25 0.020 0.003 3160.61 0.23 c. C2 E 0.002
2672.27 0.16 C.C4S 0.004 3165.<;9 0.18 0.C2<; 0.002
2615.69 0.21 o. C3 e o .0{)4 3114.59 0.C8 0.061 0.003
2684.CJ1 C.22 0.015 0.OU2 31B9.C6 C.16 C.C3? 0.002
2695.39 0.10 0.C~2 0.003 3191.60 0.11 G.04t ü.Cl02
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Table 2 (cant. )
lOOTC ANTI-CCftiPTCN MODE 10JTe AN 1 1-C( ,., PT CN MODE
E OE I Dl E OE I Dl
(KE V j (KE~) ~ tKEV) (KEVl <l''"
3221.51 G.19 G.C33 J.iJJ3 3651.99 0.14 C.C44 0.002
3225.91 C.09 0.061 0.J03 3662 •.37 c. 1 9 o. C:: 1 0.J02
32~.3.t3 C. 13 (.C33 O.\..liJ2 36'71.61 0.29 0.014 0.002
324.3.56 O.GS c.c SC O.J,J2 3695.83 0.C9 c. C4 2 0.0::>2
3249. 17 C.15 c. c~ 1 0.002 3704. 11 C. 18 C ('""J'J u.iJü2• w,.,J·...
3 265. c; S C. 1 3 0.C45 0.002 3708.68 0.23 C.C::2 O.J J2
3270.48 O. 18 G.0?1 0.0.)2 37l3.62 G.20 C. C26 0.:>02
3280.1C C. 15 0.033 0.002 3123.C8 (.23 C.C1e 0.J02
3285.72 c. 11 C.C~2 0.002 3128.88 0.29 o. Cl: O.JJ2
3291.57 0.13 c. a 4(j 0.1..1;)3 3135.67 0.C9 0.043 0.002
33C2.59 C. 12 C.04C 0.003 3743.13 0.31 O.Clt: 0.001
3311.20 G. 13 c.e57 0.J03 3748.l:3 0.36 0.020 0.:'>02
3315.21 ü. 13 O. Ct!5 0.003 3753.41 C.38 c. C~ 1 O.OJ3
3320.84 C.14 C.04e 0.002 3756. € 5 o. 19 C.C4€ 0.004-
3330.S5 c. 11 o. C4 4 (). J 02 3163. 13 C. • 18 0.024 O.J01
3341.5<1 C.G7 a.Cft O.u()3 3768.81 o.oe; C.C4~ O.OJl
3346.46 C.C8 (.C76 0.U03 3179.72 0.29 C.C18 0.0)2
3355.1g C. 37 C.013 tI.Ou2 3185.33 0.16 0.C37 0.002
3361.21 Ci.ce C.Ot2 0.002 3803.<;6 c. 11 O.C4C 0.002
3367.28 0.22 C.021 0.002 3809.88 0.(6 c.o i 2 0.002
3379.55 Ci. ) 1 (.C2':; O.OJb 3821.55 o. 15 o. Q25 0.002
3382.24 C.32 G. C34 0.006
3395.18 0.C8 C.Ot2 O.OJ2
3401.22 Co 1~ c. C27 0.002
3437.35 0.19 C.C6E 0.001
34C9.S3 C.2L C.CSE (). j 08
3418.83 0.01 0.C67 0.002
3426.26 G. 1C o. (47 0.002
3440.88 0.11 C.IJ€4 o•.)Olt
3444.~C; C.23 c.e3S 0.0:)4
3451.1L c.oe; O.Cl:5 0.0;]2
3459.~4 C.15 C.C45 u.OO2
3474. c; 1 (.C9 c.o SE 0.0·)2
3494.84 0.19 0.022 0.002
3501.C1 C. 18 C.CZE 0.002
3506.58 o. :: 1 C.C2~ 0. (U3
3510.43 C.12 0.055 0.003
3~22.S4 C. 1E O.C5C J.J05
3525.<;5 0.34 0.027 0.0J4
3536.20 0.19 C.C44 0.003
3540. 1G C.41 0.02<; o. JJ3
3544.20 G.18 o. O~ 1 J.0;)3
3556.60 C.09 o. C51 0.002
3562. 10 C. 15 0.032 lJ.OO2
3513.61 0.13 o. C? 1 O.JJ2
3586.38 C.14 c. C37 0.002
3600.31 0.C1 O. C8C 0.JJ2
3604 .~3 C.13 0.044 O.Ju2
3613. /ja 0.C4 C.le6 0.002
3621.60 (J.C5 C.C€4 0.002
3t:33.63 0.13 o. C2S 0.;)02
3640.34 0.26 c. CU: U.002
3645.4" 0.21 c. C22 o. () ')2
3652.33 0.15 C.C2~ 0.002
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Table 3
100TC PAIR-MODE lOOTC PAIR-MOOE
E OE I 01 E DE I 01
(KEV) (KEV) % (KEV) (KEV) %
3835.39 C.77 (.0 3 ~ 0.009 4506.38 0.38 C. C8C; 0.012
3863.45 0.27 o. ce 1 0.007 4511.35 G.25 (.14t O.:.Hl
3876.C5 0.313 C. (17 0.008 4541.71 Q.2S (.C7e; 0.008
3881.S0 C.~4 C.C6C 0.008 4553.48 0.37 C.CS1 0.0)9
3888.S6 0 • .36 C.C13 0.008 4559.56 G I:'::l c.e57 0.009• J -'
3(116.BO 0.28 (. Ci 5 0.0:'>8 4569.75 0.12 (.215 0.010
3927.26- C.57 o. C5C 0.009 4586.81 1).22 C.I1C O.Od9
3932.70 0.35 C.CE3 0.009 4602.73 0.78 0.030 0.OJ8
3S41.40 C.70 C. 0.3 1 0.J08 4611.32 C.20 C. 12 f 0.009
3t;49.43 0.26 O.Cf4 0.009 4627.88 O.t2 o. C313 0.008
3968.S0 0.54 O.C35 0.007 4641.22 C.28 C.Cf? O.lW9
3585. 1 e C.40 0.(47 0.006 4655.42 o. f 3 O.C!3 0 • ..)1J
3999.73 O.5J (.037 0.0:.)1 4661.00 0.21 C.15t 0.011
4010.44 G.42 (.0l:5 0.008 466q.93 0.34 O.Of4 O.J08
4015.S8 0.41 C.012 0.009 4680.25 (j. 13 C.lb1 0.008
4021.C;8 0.~8 C.C~S 0.OJ8 4689.87 0.21 C.l0e 0.001
4035.05 0.42 C.C~3 0.008 47uJ.S3 0.31 C.Cl:5 0.007
4042.40 C.19 c. 124 0.u08 4719.S6 G.4e C. 114 0.03b
4065.30 0.27 C.Cc:C 0.ü08 4123.41 C.53 C.lte 0.036
4071.76 C.22 C.112 0.008 4731.09 0.18 C.26C 0.011
4082.84 0.30 c. O~ E 0.u07 4136.8 a 0.38 c. 13 ~ 0.010
4095.83 G.25 0.C«;3 0.007 4743.CS 0.22 C.lf~ 0.009
4102.95 0.27 c. ce E 0.008 4152. lL O. 18 C. 131 0.OJ8
4115.25 0.24 O.C€? 0.008 4713.S7 0.27 (. 1 Cl 0.009
4143.15 0.28 0.C17 0.007 4782.39 C.36 0.013 0.008
4164. Ci 4 C.37 (.CE2 0.007 41(j4.~8 0.22 C.11~ 0.0)9
4172.60 C.79 o. C2 «; 0 •. 007 4809.35 0.42 C.Q4~ 0.008
4192.75 0.21 o. 1C 1 0.007 4825.67 0.16 (.128 0.007
4207.{;8 0.54 c.e4e 0.008 4838.<;B O.C6 c. 3 56 0.008
4214. C5 C.30 C.(SC 0.008 4f 53.76 C.~l 0.C40 0.008
4228.-;1 0.48 C.C5~ o.u 11 4862.63 0.26 C.C7<; 0.007
4237.39 C.13 (.191 0.010 4E72.«;3 0.21 C.CC:5 0.OJ6
4248.92 0.27 (.ce7 0.009 4902.63 0.19 0.130 0.01..)9
4258.38 0.24 C. 101 0.008 4S14.68 G.20 C.12C 0.008
4266. «;4 C. 13 C.l<14 0.1J09 4924.58 0.62 0.038 0.008
4283.17 (.20 C. 12.3 0.010 4(j36.79 0.~3 O.12~ U.~l24
4291.22 0.42 G.051 0.009 4«;41.73 0.63 0.302 0.051
4303.61 0.41 C. C5~ 0.008 4S55.tl 0.32 o. c e2 0.011
4313.41 0.32 0.011 0.)08 4969.55 0.36 O.(Sl 1).UD
4330.16 0.66 0.C39 0.008 4 c; 16. C8 C.17 C.lS8 O.OlO
4337.C1 C.44 c.etC 0.008 4S88.2g C.7Q 0.038 0.OJ8
4357.15 O. 14 C.151 0.009 4994. '75 0.40 C.C15 1).008
4365.61 0.34 O.C5'S 0.J07 5C11.48 0.67 C.CS3 0.025
4383. CO G. l2 0.112 0.:>08 5015.35 0.77 0.CE3 0.025
4406.22 0.48 o.oe1 0.014 5033.41 C.24 C.OS2 0.008
4419.3l: C.25 0.10e 0.009 5046.45 0.31 0.C71 0.007
4429. C7 C.57 O.Clf O.Ül!t 5C59.{;2 C.56 C.ClS 0.010
4433.92 0.24 c.. LE 3 0.014 5065.{,,4 0.36 C.102 O.JI0
4444.30 C.38 O. Ct5 0.010 5094.02 o.c 8 C.251 0.001
4456.18 0.36 C.C61 0.01:> 5110.41 C.16 C.l11 0.006
4463.t4 0.07 C.341 0.\.110 5122.16 0.39 O.CE2 o•Ö,)6
4472.65 0.27 (.08C 0.008 5129.11 C.13 G.2ce 0.OJ7
4481.34 0.24 C.CE7 0.008 5138.fl 0.39 C.C5C 0.00&
4496. Ge 0.32 O.(t4 Ü.Ü.J8 5152.69 0.23 0.(1«; fJ.ÜJ7
-]8-
Table 3 (cant. )
100 TC PA IR-'HDE 100TC PAIR-MODE
E DE I Dl E OE I 01
(KEV) (KEV) ~ {KE V) (KEV) "5168.23 G.15 C.238 0.010 6125.11 O.~2 O. CE 7 0.007
5114.5t C.55 0.051 0.009 6130.88 G.6e; 0.039 0.007
5184.82 0.58 O. C 39 U.0:J7 6165.30 0.25 0.060 0.\)04-
5194.27 0.33 C.C6t; 0.007 6183.78 0.27 O.C~4 0.004-
5215.44 0.23 C.14t 0.OJ9 6219.3t 0.16 C. 3'; 1 0.017
5221.71 0.41 C. C11 0.J\19 6224.33 0.44 0.101 0.015
5229.24 0.61 0.040 0.007 6249. <;3 0.24 :. Ot 1 0.003
5245.86 C.E3 0.045 0.011 6264.38 O. 19 C.H 3 0.J09
5257.40 0.36 C.Ct3 0.006 627U.42 0.93 0.034 o.ooa
5265.54 G.26 (.CE7 0.006 6304.41 G.27 O. C5E 0.J04
5305. (9 C.41 C. C~3 0.J05 6340.34 1.23 0.((47 0.003
5322.51 0.24 0.014 0.005 6363.29 G.56 C.C20 0.003
5343.70 C.55 0.032 0.005 6443.20 O.f2 O. C1C; 0.003
5353.54 C.60 C. C3e 0.005 6468.61 1.11 c. C17 u.OU4
5371.83 0.12 C.l11 0.008 6475.S0 O.E3 0.021 0.004
5391.54 0.15 C.2~2 0.010 6500. t 1 0.50 0.022 0.003
5402.56 Ce 45 C.C5~ 0.006 6518.29 0.76 0.014 O.U03
5411.71 0.04 (.SES O.UI0 6563.80 0.10 c. 12 1 0.003
5423.62 0.46 C.046 0.013 6591.11 0.76 0.012 0.002
5435.88 0.10 (.23«; 0.007
5455.01 0.43 C.04f 0.006
5468.74 0.06 C.459 0.008
54""6.27 0.36 C.C4f: 0.005
5518.60 0.08 0.217 0.006
5528.66 C.t2 C.C2e; 0.004
5551.16 O. 13 O.13E 0.005
5515.10 0.59 o.o:? 1 0.005
5583.25 0.25 o. Ci 5 0.005
5595.59 G.30 V.C~1 0.0:,)4
5621.59 C.12 0.03<; 0.001
5637.04 0.49 0.C34 0.005
5656.c;4 0.21 0.lS8 0.018
5661.54 C.36 C.l~8 0.017
5696.20 0.04 ( • 7C e 0.007
5713. t 1 0.15 0.1'34 O.U07
5721.39 0.37 O.C~5 0.)07
5728.470 C.t1 0.044 0.006
515 1... 11 0.06 C.4ee 0.007
5765.99 C.23 0.0«;1 O.J05
5792.13 G.18 0.1(7 0.005
5812.12 0.58 O.C:?l O.J04
5833.60 0.49 O. C3t 0.U05
5677.6e c. C8 C.256 0.U05
5898.c;2 0.39 o. C41 0.004
5909.«;8 0.66 0.023 0.004
547 26. a 5 C.52 0.042 O.OJ5
5935.03 0.42 c. C11 0.:,)06
5q42.43 C.20 C.132 0.006
5<;80. «;5 C.31 0.03t 0.003
6017.13 C.78 0.01e; 0.003
6054.84 0.30 C.C6C 0.004
6C63.20 0.69 0.024 0.004-
6084.55 C.76 c.o 34 0.001
6100.48 0.43 0.034 0.003
-19-
Table 4
troTe WIP-! ~I(LI ) [,\::T.
E: DE I PI
(KFV) (KE:V ) ;{:
28.4q 0.02 0.1 ri Cl. Ci)
31.3f: o. eH 0.40 o.i 1
39.47 0.02 C.31 o ('.~,• " l_
43.3't 0.04 0.57 (). L~
43.63 0.05 C. {~9 ('.13
46.02 0.03 C .17 o.e?
62.89 0.01 1 .62 0.C4
63.84 0.02 0.69 o•() 'j
75. 5 ~i 0.01 1.66 o.oe
"7.68 0.12 0.30 0.1?
86.83 0.13 1 .30 1.54
90.73 0.03 1.08 o.(n
91. 4~· 0.01 ::3 .f:7 O.Of!
9'1.10 0.011 0.37 n .e9
105.70 0.02 2.3~ 0.1.0
-20-
Table 5 Gamma-Gamma Coineidenee Relationships Observed 1n 100Te







( (keV) ..;:t C'l )
C'l C'l
( - - - )\0 00 ..;:t \0 C'l \0 C"'l C"'l lI"'I C'l ..;:t r--.. 0"1( \0 r--.. 0 C'l ..;:t ..;:t \0 r--.. 0"1 C'l C'l lI"'I \0 r--.. 0"1 0 )r--.. 00 0"1 C'l C'l C'l C'l C'l C'l C'l C"'l
( )
(
63 b) + b) +
)
( b) + b) + b) + a)
)
( 76 )
87 + a) b) + a)( + + b) + a) + +
)
( 91 )a) + b) a) a)
( 98 )

















( 169 + )
( 172 + b) + + + b) + + b) a) +
b) + + )
( 180
a) + b) )
( 186 + )
+ a) a) +( 196 )
206/210 + + +(
211/213 a) b) + a) + b)
)
(
+ b) a) a) + + + + + + +
)
( 223 )




a) a) + + )
( 249
a) a) )




( 264 + a) + a) +
a) + b) b) + )
( 270
+ )




( 291/293 + )
( 299 b) + a) a)
a) a) a) )
( 301 + b) + a) a) )
( 309 +
a) )
( 318/322 + + b) + b) + a) )
( 323/324 + + )
( 329 + + + )
345/346 + b) + + + b) )(
( )
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(in coincidence Digital gate on transition )
( spectra )
( (keV) \0 r-.... \0 )-;:t N
( \0 0::> \0 N \0 N C"'l N N -;:t r-.... 0'\ )
\0 r-.... 0 N -;:t - \0 r-.... 0'\ - N - LI') \0 r-.... 0'\ 0( r-.... 0::> 0'\ -;:t C"'l N LI') N N N N C"'l )-;:t N




( + + )
( 357/359 + + + a) + a) )
( 365/366 a) )
( 376 a) )
( 380/382 a) a) )
( 385/387 + + + + a) + + b) + + + )
( 390 + + a) )
( 396/398 + )
( 399/402 + + + + + )
( 413 + )
( 422 a) + + b) )
( 430 + )
( 457 b) + )
( 464 + + + b) + )
( 471 + + )
( 485/486 a) + )
( 489/491 + + )
( 497 + )
( 523 a) + + + )
( 544/547 + a) + + )
( 551 + + )
( 565/570 + + + b) )
( 574 a) a) )
( 605 a) )
( 615 + )
( 622 a) a) a) )
( 629 a) )
( 634 a) )
( 640 a) )
( 653 a) )
( 666/669 + a) + a) )
( 683 + )
( 704 a) )
( 721 a) )
( 785 a) )
( 806 a) )
( 814 + b) )
( 830 a) )
( 969/972 a) )
( )
a) Uncertain
b) Probab1y contributed by 1ine in neighbouring gate
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. 2 . f h f I OOT k·· .F~g. . Port~on 0 t e gamma-spectrum 0 C ta en w~th the anrl-Compton SPC('\ !umeter. The ~nset shows the
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Fig. 3. Gamma ray spectra of IOOTc observed with two Ge(Li) detectors In cOln-
eidence. The spectra are corrected for coincident background. The
position oE the digital coincidence and background ( denoted with Bg)
gates are shown in the inset.
